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A BSTRACT
Everyone can now record and explore the evolution over time of
his/her personal household electricity consumption. However understanding what links this data to our behavior remains a challenge.
In this paper, we present a visualization tool based on the direct
manipulation, by the users, of their behavior. Users can select and
modify their actions over time, evaluating the results on the data
with the visualization. We also conduct a user study, showing that
our method allows users to understand the links between actions and
data, and to use this knowledge in order to test and evaluate changes
in their behavior.
1

I NTRODUCTION

With the development of personal informatics systems [10], we can
now easily access temporal personal data, for example about home
energy consumption [6] or physical activities [11]. However, the
links between one’s behavior and the resulting data are complex,
and their understanding is a challenge for a layperson. We express
the behavior of users in terms of actions, which stands for real
actions of users in their environment, for example actuating electrical
appliances. The use of visualization is justified by the fact that only
users know the context in which their actions are taken, and thus can
link this information with the resulting data during the visualization
process [8]. The main challenge is to allow interaction with the data,
which has been proven to be crucial for non-expert users [7].
Our contribution is a system that allows users to analyze and manipulate their electricity consumption data. Our focus is on the
interaction with a representation of the activities rather than directly
with the collected data. We express the activities of users in terms of
actions on appliances over time, which are linked to the temporal
data. By using this representation of the activities, we provide to
users the ability to test What if scenarios, by selecting and virtually
modifying their actions in the visualization.
The power of information visualization to analyze and understand
temporal data does not have to be proven. However, we now little
about how it can be used by non-expert users on their own data. From
a researchers perspective, our work allows to reflect on this question,
as well as to investigate the efficiency of the What if approach for
users to analyze their data.
Several previous works focus on visualizing personal data, but provide only limited interactions restricted to exploration or annotation.
Costanza et al. [6] presented Figure Energy, a system based on the
visualization of household electricity consumption. They provide
to the users a way to interact with their consumption by annotating
their activities and removing appliances usage, but selections and
modifications do not include temporal aspects as in our system.
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Li et al. [11] designed IMPACT, a prototype for the visualization
of physical activity data. The activities done during the days are
displayed on the curve of the user’s steps to provide context, making
the visualization close to ours. But unlike our system, no selection
of activities over time nor modifications are provided to the user.
Badam et al. [3] presented TimeFork, an interactive prediction technique for time series. Like our method, TimeFork allows what if
experiments to be conducted. However, it is designed for direct
manipulation of raw data and the target users are domain experts.
Section 2 presents the design rationale of the tool, Section 3 the
system design. To assess the usability of our tool, we conduct a user
study described in Section 4. The results show that our tool enables
users to find relevant actions for saving energy consumption, while
being compatible with an effort they are willing to make. Finally we
conclude and give possible future works in Section 5.
2
2.1

D ESIGN R ATIONALE
Interaction

Our tool is based on a computer software using information visualization approaches. The design of interaction is at the heart of
our contribution, especially allowing the users to interact with their
actions on electrical appliances rather than the recorded data. We
argue that this way of interaction, by contrast with interacting with
raw data, leads to more knowledge about how to adapt the behavior
in a given situation to change the data, for example to save energy.
Our system allows users to select their actions via temporal criteria
to visualize their impact on the data. Then they can conduct What
if experiments about their behavior by virtually modifying it. It
is hence useful for users who want to fully understand their data,
as well as for users who just want to know what are the actions to
be changed to reach a given objective. Moreover, it is usable by
users that do not have knowledge about the domain (e.g. electricity
consumption) as well as experienced users.
2.2

Data Model

To support our method, the
system is based on a hierarchical model of the data,
which is composed of raw
data and user’s actions data.
Raw data describes the evolution of the instantaneous
electric power of the appliances, and is measured diFigure 1: Data related to a TV.
rectly on the appliances or
simulated when a what if scenario is applied. Note that our input
is disaggregated energy data, i.e. each appliance is associated to a
temporal dataset. To express the relationship between raw data and
the behavior of the users, we model the appliances as having states
over time. At a given point in time, the appliance is in a given state,
which depends on the action of the users. We define a set of states
for each appliance, e.g. for a TV: Off, Standby and Usage.
Along with its raw data, an entity is associated with the evolution
of its state over time. Thus, this evolution is represented by time
intervals corresponding to the state in which the entity is at a given

time. We call such an interval an instance of this state. The evolution
of raw data during an instance is linked to the state of this instance.
More precisely, we assume the average of the values during an instance to be similar between the instances of the same state. Figure 1
shows an example of the evolution of the state of a TV over time,
where the state is represented with colors.
3
3.1

S YSTEM D ESIGN
User Interface

Our system is built on two modes: appliances mode to explore and
compare the consumption of all appliances, and instances mode to
focus on an appliance and interact with its data.
Appliances mode is the first one that appears when launching the
application (Figure 2). It allows to explore and compare the consumption of all appliances of the house, by visualizing them on the
same plot. When clicking on the edit button of an appliance (in the
list to the left), the application switches to instances mode.
Instances mode allows users to focus on a given appliance, and to interact directly with their data (Figure 3). They can obtain information
about the usage of the appliance via exploration and selection, and
test several changes of actions over time via modifications. Hence,
in this step, users acquire knowledge about the consumption data
and the links with their actions. The instances and states of the
appliance are displayed to users only in instances mode.
Since the units of energy, such as kWh, are often misunderstood by
users, we need to convert them into meaningful information [14].
Therefore we chose to always express the amounts of energy in terms
of cost. It could as well be expressed in terms of emitted CO2 if the
user’s focus is on environmental concern rather than cost saving.
3.2

Visualization

To display the evolution of the consumption over time, we chose
to use curves, since it is a well known metaphor for temporal data.
Other less standard visualization such as Braided Graphs [9] would
lead to a steeper learning curve and could be misunderstood by
people with low visualization literacy [4]. Standard interaction tools
to explore the data, such as zooming and panning, are provided.
To better understand the links between the behavior and the consumption of an appliance, in Instances mode we color the curve according
to the instances of the appliance. More precisely, we fill the part
below the curve with the color of its current state. The evolution of
the color along the curve represents the evolution of the state of the
appliance, and the curve itself represents the instantaneous electric
power. We use a multi-hue color scheme from ColorBrewer [5].
Since the state of the appliance is directly linked to the actions of
users, they can visualize the consumption along with their actions.
3.3

Selection

In instances mode, users can create selections of instances of the
appliance by two means: by clicking directly on the curve, or by
defining criteria. Selections have three main purposes. Firstly,
selecting a set of instances allows one to obtain information on them.
For example, users may want to check if the durations of the selected
instances are similar. Secondly, they can also see which parts of the
curve are associated to the selected instances, enabling to link the
selection with the consumption. Finally, selecting instances allows
to apply a modification on them, as explained in the next section.
The first way to create a selection is to do it directly from the visualization by clicking on the instances. The second way to select
instances is through the definition of criteria on their properties. For
example, users can select all the periods of Standby of a computer
whose length is greater than one hour, during the weekend. Adding
criteria is made via widgets displayed to the right of the interface.
Once a criteria is modified, the set of selected instances is updated
in real time, and these instances are highlighted on the curve.

The benefits of selecting the actions via the definition of criteria
are twofold. First, it extends classical exploration, since users can
explore the space of criteria by using widgets. This method allows
for fast selections and feedback, with progressive refinements of
the set of selected items [2]. The second motivation for selecting
actions from criteria is that it allows users to generalize a pattern
found during the direct exploration step. Hence, defining criteria
allows habits to be easily visualized and modified.
3.4

Modification

Once users have selected several instances of the appliance, it is
possible to modify them. For now, we provide two types of modifications. The first one is changing the state of the instances, for
example switching the states of the instances to Off to remove the
corresponding usages of the appliance. This modification is related
to a change in the real usage of the appliance. The second one is
limiting the time of the instances to a given duration, for example
limiting all instances of Standby of a computer to 2 hours. The
extra part, i.e. after the limit, is removed and replaced by Off. As a
real action, it is equivalent to switch off the computer when it is in
Standby for 2 hours.
When a modification is applied, the raw consumption data is updated accordingly, by using a model to compute the affected part.
Then, the visualization is updated for users to visually evaluate the
impact of the modification. A summary of the modification is displayed, containing a feedback about the price earned or lost with
the modification, and the gain / lost percentage relative to the total
consumption of the appliance. Thus, users can use the visualization,
the numeric value or both to evaluate the modification.
Items containing the summaries of the modifications are displayed in
a list to the right of the interface. Users can do as many modifications
as they want, which are added to the list to be compared. Not
only users can apply modifications, but they can manipulate them:
along with the summary, the modification item contains interaction
widgets. Users can decide to apply or not the modification, to modify
it (i.e. modify the selection and the type of modification), or to delete
it. To allow the manipulation of the modifications, we applied the
concept of reification, as stated by Mackay and Lafon [12]. It means
that the concept of modification of a set of instances is represented by
an object, made of a selection of instances and a type of modification.
4

E VALUATION

We conducted a user study to evaluate the usability of our tool and
especially to assess if users are able to apply selections and modifications to the data. To do so, we designed a controlled experiment,
where participants were asked to use the tool to save energy while
minimizing their required effort to do so.
13 users (11 males, 2 females) participated in the study (none of the
authors). Among them, 2 users were visualization specialists and 7
users could define electrical power and energy. 8 participants were
motivated in saving energy and 4 wanted to save energy without too
much effort. One participant did not follow the given instructions,
thus we did not consider his results in the analysis of the study.
Before the experiment, users got used to the tool with the help of the
authors. We ensured that they understood the visualization of the
curves and the interaction processes, i.e. selections and modifications. The learning phase took approximatively 25 minutes in total,
after which participants told us that they understood the system.
4.1

Task : Free Usage

Method. The task was designed to study the usability of the
method when freely used. The consumption data used in the study
comes from the Household Electricity Survey [13], from which we
selected six month data from ten common appliances. Participants
were asked to use the tool as if they were at home with their own data,
and had to find relevant actions to save energy. They were asked to

Figure 2: Interface of the appliances mode. Four appliances are displayed: a heater (blue), a computer (orange), a dishwasher (green) and a
toaster (red). The heater has been highlighted by the user, and the item of the dishwasher has been extended to display its consumption values.

Figure 3: Interface of the instances mode. A computer has been chosen by the user, whose states are Usage (orange) and Standby (blue). At the
right, we can see that the user has applied two modifications, the first one to remove instances of Standby after 9 P.M, and the second one
to limit the instances of On to 4 hours during the weekend. When the user is selecting instances, this panel displays information about the
selection.

Figure 4: Results of Task 2. Consumptions gains are normalized
relative to the highest consumption, efforts are normalized on a scale
from 0 to 5 and numbers of modifications are normalized relative to
the highest value (15).
apply modifications that they could apply in reality, and had to rate
the effort of each modification (between 1 and 5). They did not have
any saving target, and had 10 minutes to apply modifications.
Results. The results of the task are summarized in Figure 4. On
average, participants saved 36.73% (σ = 12.53) of the total energy
consumption and modified 6.75 appliances out of 10 (σ = 1.06) with
an effort of 1.48 (σ = 0.39). Participants usually put higher effort on
the most consuming appliances such as the heater, the computer or
the TV. On the opposite, the light and toaster consume less energy
and were only slightly modified. We can note that users with energy
knowledge saved 37.67% (σ = 13.13) of the energy and modified
6.71 appliances (σ = 1.25), while novice people saved 29.53% (σ =
18.50) of the energy and modified 6.17 appliances (σ = 1.72). Users
from both groups managed to successfully use the system.
This task also allowed to identify common patterns between users
to find and modify relevant behavior changes. They usually select
one of the most consuming appliances using the visualization and
consumption indicators provided in the appliances mode. Users next
switch to the instances mode and analyze the usage of this appliance
over time to define criteria that correspond to a change in behavior.
The instantaneous feedback of the selection process allows to adjust
the criteria until the ratio gain/effort is acceptable. They then apply a
modification and evaluates it via the visualization and the gain value.
With low savings, users tend to refine their selection criteria with
more effort, or apply a second modification. If the saving is high,
they tend to refine criteria to relieve their effort. When a suitable
modification has been made, users go back to the appliances mode
to select another appliance, whose ratio consumption/effort to put
seems acceptable.
4.2

Interview

At the end of the study, participants were asked to fill a questionnaire
to evaluate the usability of the method, based on a Likert scale from
1 (I totally disagree) to 5 (I totally agree). Appendix A shows
the resulting averaged rates and standard deviations for each of
the questions. From the rates, we can deduce that participants
found the tool easy to use and felt confident in using it, and no
misunderstanding appears.
We also asked to participants which functionalities they had appreciated/disliked the most. All participants gave 2 to 4 items to
explain what they preferred in the tool. Among them, 7 participants
mentioned the interaction, 6 mentioned the usefulness of a cost feedback, and 5 mentioned the design of the visualization, including the
choice of the colors. Concerning the negative points, 4 participants
mentioned potential improvements for the user interface, such as
displaying more information about the states of the appliances.

4.3 Discussion
Our main objective was to evaluate whether our method and its usage
are understood by the participants. Although participants did not
use their own data during the study, they could interpret the usage
of the appliances with visualization and exploration. Moreover,
creating selections, especially from criteria, helped the participants
to understand patterns of use as well as the consumption of the
appliances. Results show that they could easily test behavior changes
by applying modifications on the appliances.
Depending on their personal interests, the participants used the
visualization and/or the aggregated saving expressed in money to
evaluate the modifications. This shows that the method could be
used by people that prefer to use visualization as feedback, as well
as by people that rely on a value feedback. Moreover, participants
managed to find relevant actions to save energy regardless of their
knowledge about energy, validating our design that targets both
experimented users and novices.
The results show that the participants could evaluate on which appliances efforts should be put to save energy. Indeed, finding the
relevant appliances to save energy on is one of the problems that
users face when using eco-feedback [14]. Participants were also
able to find actions easy to apply in reality, for instance by switching
off appliances when not needed.Thus, our method allows to evaluate
the compromise between energy saving and comfort.
5 C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper we introduce a system that allows to analyze and
especially interact with electricity consumption. By focusing on
the actions of users rather than directly on the raw collected data,
our goal is to improve the understanding of the links between the
behavior of users and their data. Users can select actions based on
criteria, virtually modify these selected actions, and visualize the
corresponding modified data. We evaluate our system in a user study
were users are asked to freely use the system to save energy.
As future work, we plan to include additional features which where
suggested by the users during the study, such as more criteria for
selections, other types of modifications and a real time preview of
the modifications before they are applied. Using the same color
palette for both appliances mode and instances mode did not seem
to be disturbing during the study, however we could consider the use
of different palettes to avoid overloading colors.
We also envison to provide suggestions to the users for common and
easy changes to apply, for example switching the appliances from
Standby to Off. However, the strength of the system is to let users
freely find the modifications that fit them, which cannot be achieved
by an automatic system, since only users have knowledge about how
and why they use their appliances. For example, turning Off a TV
when it is not watched can only be decided by users.
To extract the instances from raw data we use a simple threshold algorithm, which gives acceptable results. To apply a what if scenario,
for example to change the state of an instance, our system needs
to simulate new raw data, which is currently done with a simple
copy from existing data. In future works it would be interesting to
incorporate more elaborated algorithms for these two processes.
In the longer term, we could envison to incorporate our tool in a
home automation system such as OpenHab [1]. In such a system, our
tool could take the values of sensors as input, and export the chosen
modifications of the users on the appliances as rules. For example,
if the user chooses to switch off an appliance at 10 P.M during week
days, the corresponding rule that automatically switches off the
appliance could be generated.
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Figure 5: Rates from final interview. “→ understanding” means
helps in understanding consumption and behavior and “→ actions”
means helps to find relevant actions to save energy

